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Samenvatting

Samenvatting

Applied Vision Technology

In glas industrie, wordt veel aandacht besteed aan het leveren van
defectvrije producten. In dit kader wordt automatische
kwaliteitsbewaking toegepast. Veel voorkomende glas producten op
basis van productie methode kunnen worden verdeeld in twee soorten,
namelijk gegoten en gesmolten glas. De vorm en de afmeting van de
gegoten glas worden bepaald door die van de goten. Afhankelijk van de
gebruikte goten, in tegenstelling tot gesmolten of getrokken glas kan
een gegoten glas verschillende geometrische vormen aannemen zowel
rond als niet rondo

De doelstelling van dit afstudeerwerk is het ontwikkelen van een drie
dimensionale vision inspection systeem voor gegoten glas. Eerst
worden diverse 3D meettechnieken bestudeerd. De meeste van die
technieken zijn gebaseerd op de aanname dat de objecten een
Lambertian oppervlak hebben. Deze aanname geldt helaas niet voor
glas producten waar de materiaal oppervlaken zeer reflecterend of
transparant zijn. Andere beperkingen zijn missing parts/occlusion
probleem, reken complexiteit, trage data acquisitie, beperking tot lijn
gebaseerde scene, beperkte spatiEHe resolutie en hoge kosten. Om deze
beperkingen te omzeilen zijn twee vereenvoudigde methoden
voorgesteld. In eerste methode, wordt de afmetingen geextrageerd uit
beelden die met behulp van positionering mechanisme selectief
kunnen worden opgenomen. In tweede methode zijn de beelden op
bepaalde interval achter elkaar worden opgenomen uit verschillende
hoeken met behulp van een draaitafel waaruit de geometrie en de
afmetingen van de glas kunnen worden gereconstrueerd en berekend.
Vervolgens wordt de tweede methode geimplementeerd omdat deze
met bestaande vision hardware is makkelijker op te zetten en
bovendien biedt deze methode grotere flexibiliteit.

De implementatie wordt gedaan met behulp van het programmeertaal
Cop een real-time besturing systeem. Ontwikkel-omgeving voor
software en benodigde componenten voor hardware configuratie
evenals de plaats en de begeleiding zijn beschikbaar gesteld door
VIMEC AVT. Het ontwikkelde systeem is in staat verschillende
geometrische vormen en drie dimensionale afmetingen van een
gegoten glas te extrageren onafhankelijk van de kleur van het
glasproduct. Uit meetresultaten blijkt dat het systeem bij het meten
van een gegoten glas bestaat uit ellips, cirkel en onregelmatig
hexagonale vormen, een standaard deviatie van 25 11m of beter kan
halen, terwijl de gestelde tolerantie voor de glas is van 1 mm.
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In glass industries, a great deal of interest has been shown to deliver
defect-free products to customers. In order to achieve this effectively
automated inspection has been applied. Two methods that are widely
used in glass container manufacturing are moulded and melted
methods. The form and the size of moulds used in moulded glass
manufacturing will determine the dimension and geometrical form of
moulded glass products. The form of moulded glass containers can
take any form following the form of the moulds. They may have
combination of round and non-round geometry.

The objective of this work is the development of an automated three
dimensional vision inspection for moulded glass. First, a
bibliographical study of different 3D measurement techniques has
been done. Unfortunately most of the techniques are based on the
assumption the object to be inspected has Lambertian surface, which
is not satisfied by moulded glasses. Other limitations are missing
parts/occlusion problem, computational complexity, time consuming
data acquisition, limitation to line structured scene, limited spatial
resolution and the high cost of the system. To avoid these limitations,
two simplified methods are proposed. First, an integrated 3D
inspection based on selective diameter views by using a position
mechanism and the second method is a 3D inspection based on
multiple diameter samples using rotation table. The second method is
chosen to be implemented because it is much easier to setup using
standard vision hardware configuration, and it can handle more
variations of non-concave geometrical forms.

The method has been implemented using the C programming
language on a real-time operating system using a development system
and hardware configuration provided by VIMEC AVT. The system is
able to extract required three-dimensional measurement of round and
non-round moulded glasses. The system is flexible to inspect various
geometrical form and range of size, independently on color of the
products. Using the system to inspect moulded glass products with an
allowed tolerance of 1 mm which consist of ellipse, circle and irregular
polygon geometry, a standard deviation of 25 11m or better in
measurement results can be achieved.

Copyright © 1997 VIMEC Applied Vision Technology B.V.
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A great deal of interest has been shown in industry to deliver defect
free products to customers, To achieve this effectively especially in

1 'd' d" h b l' dl.2.3.4.5g ass In ustnes automate InSpectIOn as een app Ie .
Two main defects on glass products are cosmetic defects and
dimensional defects. Cosmetic defects occur due to contamination in
glass material. Error in glass manufacturing process may cause
unwanted inhomogenities in material distribution or in optical
properties of the glass. Examples of cosmetic defects are blisters,
stones, and tears. Products with such defects have to be rejected
because they may break during further processes, which in return will
cause production line stops, product losses and complaints to
manufacturer. Cosmetic inspection has to detect and reject products
with cosmetic defects to keep the continuity of production line and
good quality of the product.
Dimensional inspection guarantees a product free from dimensional
errors. If a dimension of the product exceeds the allowed tolerance as
expected by customers, the product has to be rejected from production
and distribution line. The rejection is necessary because a dimensional
error may cause problems in further handling such as filling and
packing of the products.
Based on glass manufacturing techniques, the glass products can be
classified in melted and moulded glass. Geometrical form of a glass
product is more or less related to the technique that has been applied
in manufacturing process. Generally, products with non-round
geometrical form are manufactured by using moulds and therefore
they are classified as moulded glasses.

The objective of this work is the development of an automated three
dimensional vision inspection for moulded glass. In chapter 2, problem
description and expectation from this work will be described. Proceed
to designing and developing the inspection system, a bibliographical
study has been done. Result of this study will be presented in chapter
3, where an overview of various approaches in the 3D measurement
and range finding techniques are described. Also in this chapter the
applicability and shortcomings of the methods in context of three
dimensional inspection for moulded glass will be studied. In chapter 4,
two simplified methods are proposed. Based on their advantages and
disadvantages one of the methods will be implemented in chapter 5.
Measurement results of the implemented method will be presented in
chapter 6. Based on the measurement results, some conclusions about
this method have been taken and will be described in chapter 7.

Copyright © 1997 VIMEC Applied Vision Technology B.V.
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Dimensional inspection has to guarantee a product free from
dimensional errors. Measurement results from dimensional inspection
may also be used to give a feedback to manufacturing system, from
which necessary adjustment of certain parameters of the system can
be made. In this case a real-time measurement system will be
required. Real-time capability of an inspection system is also necessary
if all products coming from the manufacturing process will be
inspected. This means that inspection speed has to follow production
speed of the manufacturing system. If real-time inspection is not
required or not possible, the inspection can be done off-line. In off-line
inspection, for certain number of products just a few samples are
inspected, and therefore inspection speed is not the priority.

Two methods that are widely used in glass container manufacturing
are moulded and melted methods. The form and size of moulds used in
moulded glass manufacturing will determine the dimension and
geometrical form of moulded glass products. On the other hand,
certain parameters in manufacturing process such as drain speed and
air pressure in the glass material determine geometrical form and
dimensional properties of melted glass. The form of glass containers
manufactured with melted method is mostly cylindrical. While on the
other hand, the form of moulded glass containers can take any form
following the form of the moulds. They may have combination of
round and non-round geometry.

Figure 2-1. Moulded glasses with various sizes and geometrical forms

Copyright © 1997 VIMEC Applied Vision Technology B.V.
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The purpose of this project is to design a flexible 3D automated vision
inspection system that can be used to inspect dimensional properties
of moulded glass off-line.

The system should be able to extract required three
dimensional measurement of non-round moulded glass
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Figure 2-2. Three dimensional measurement of a moulded glass

The system should be flexible to inspect various products with
different geometrical forms and sizes
The system should be independent on color and transparency
of the glass material
The system may not be expensive and thus economically
interesting for implementation in real application
The expected accuracy of the system is 10% of the tolerance.
Design, software implementation and a working prototype of
the system should be available for demonstration within 6
months.

Copyright © 1997 VIMEC Applied Vision Technology B.V.
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3. Study of 3D Vision Measurement

In this chapter an overview of approaches in the 3D measurement,
range finding techniques and a perspective of their applicability and
shortcomings in context of three-dimensional inspection for moulded
glass will be studied.
It is known that 3D properties of an object can be determined contact
free if the range picture of the object is available. As a reverse
engineering tool 3D- shape recovery is commonly used to construct a

3D CAD model of an object6• In reverse engineering application, real
time capability of the 3D-shape recovery is not required, but in on-line
three-dimensional inspection of industrial products real-time
capability is a requirement.
The main purpose of range finding technique is to construct a range
picture, an array of distance estimates from a known point or plane.
Generally, range-finding techniques has been classified in passive
method and active method.
Passive or image based method includes monocular image based range
finding, structured lighting range finding and range finding based on
either motion or multiple relative position of camera or scene. This
method derives 3D information of an object from one or more two-
dimensional images of the object7

• Different image-based range finding
techniques will be described in chapter 3.2.
Active or direct method includes ultrasonic and light time-of-flight
estimation, triangulation systems and active method using parabolic
mirror. In this method a controlled energy beam and reflected energy
detection are involved. This method will be described in chapter 3.3.
In chapter 3.4, a summary of the limitations related to different range
finding techniques is given. Based on the advantages and
disadvantages of the techniques a method will be proposed as the
candidate to be applied in the contact-free 3D-vision inspection for
non-cylindrical moulded glass products.

3.1. Passive Range Finding

3.1.1. Monocular Passive Techniques
A single image provides accurate measurement in the two dimensions
parallel to the image plane, but poor accuracy in the depth. Many
techniques for determining position using a single 2D image have been
proposed. Some of these methods are: relative range from occlusion
cues, range from texture gradient, range from focusing, surface

Copyright © 1997 VIMEC Applied Vision Technology B.V.
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orientation from brightness8 and methods using a single 2D image of
four co-planar points which are arranged in a square of known size9

.

All of these methods depend on known geometric patterns of objects.
The most widely used geometry for single-image techniques has been
the three or more point featured shapes of either the co-planar or non
co-planar type. These geometric targets have been used to calibrate
camera parameters as well as to determine the orientation and
position of objects.

B

Figure 3-1 Camera coordinate system, image plane and the target
representation. The image plane is parallel to the xy plane, and the z

axis lies along the optical axis of the lens. The optical center is the
origin.

Extracting orientation and position from a single image has
application in robotics, for grasping objects, and in navigation of
autonomous vehicles. Success in this application depends on
algorithms that can reliably produce unique solutions with minimal
processing time. Applying the method for measurement with range
from 0.5 to 5 m, gives an uncertainty of several centimeters.
Experiments show that the dominant factors affecting the accuracy of
measurement in the depth at close range are method of measurement,

target orientation, and image distancelO
.

These techniques are computationally intensive and have a limited
capability but offer an inexpensive solution to range measurement.

Conclusion:

This method could not be applied for 3D inspection of objects with
nonLambertian surfaces; the correspondence points in such objects
are difficult to find.

Copyright © 1997 VIMEC Applied Vision Technology B.V.
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3.1.2.1. Range from Stereo Disparity
Stereo disparity refers to the phenomenon that the image of 3D-object
point shifts as the camera is moved laterally to the depth coordinate
axis. From two such camera positions, simple geometry indicates that
the image displacement (disparity) relative to a line through a
reference point in the images is inversely proportional to depth as
measured from the camera. The image of a point at an infinite
distance along the optical axis can be used as the reference positions
in both images, since the image of the infinitely distant point does not
shift at all.

It is necessary to establish correspondence or matching of points
between the two images to derive the depth relationship. If this
correspondence is to be determined from the image data there must be
sufficient visual information at the matching points to establish a
unique pairing relationship.

Figure 3-2 Stereo disparity geometry

Two basic problems arise in relation to this requirement. The first
arises at parts of the image where uniformity of intensity or color
makes matching impossible. The second problem is when the image of
some part of the scene appears in only one view of a stereo pair
because of occlusion effects (the missing parts problem) or because of
the limited field of view captured on the images.

Conclusion:

Application of this method in 3D inspection of moulded glass is not
proposed, because the surface behavior of the glass makes finding
suitable correspondence points on the object impossible.

Copyright © 1997 VIMEC Applied Vision Technology B.V.
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In this case camera motion is not restricted to a limited lateral
displacement as for stereo disparity evaluation.
The depth information is taken from the relationship between the
camera relative movement of a point in the scene and the
corresponding displacement in the image.

If the camera is moved along the depth coordinate axis toward the
position of the object, all points in the image will move in radial
direction outward from a point on the image plane that is called focus
of expansion. It is assumed that the position of this point is known
and that there is no movement in the scene itself. An initial static
segmentation is used in defining the extent of the planar regions.
The weaknesses of this method are:

Accuracy would diminish for distant objects, as corresponding
image displacement with camera motion would be small.
The algorithms applied in the method are computationally
expensive and a global solution are not guaranteed
Overall, this method would seem to be both tedious and not
particularly reliable, especially since the initial static
segmentation is carried out without the aid of range
information.

kIIM h'alL I"tt:loe
lalatl... toe e-ra

Figure 3-3 Relationship between distance in the scene and image
displacement

Conclusion:

The very limited capacity of this method and the need of
correspondence points on the object to be measured force us to look at
other solution for real-time 3D inspection of moulded glass.

12133.1.2.3. Range from Defocus I

Fundamental to depth from defocus is the relationship between
focused and defocused images. Each point on the object plane is

Copyright © 1997 VIMEC Applied Vision Technology B.V.
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projected onto a single point on the image plane, causing a clear or
focused image to be formed. If, however, the sensor plane does not
concede with the image plane and is displaced from it, the energy
received from the point by the lens is distributed over a patch on the
sensor plane. The result is a blurred image of the point. A solution to
depth is achieved by using two or more images separated by a known
physical distance. The relative blurring of each scene point in the
images is analyzed and the distance of its focused image is computed.
Using optical law, with the focus of the lens and the distance of the
focused image are known, the depth of the scene point is calculated.

d,

1J..\Jl.---_---:::;::::::::s'1 P

Figure 3-4 Image formation and depth from defocus

Focus analysis applied in this method has a major advantage over
stereo and structure from motion; two or more images of a scene are
taken under different optical settings but from the same viewpoint.
This circumvents the need for correspondence or feature tracking.
Two scene images correspond to different levels of focus and local
frequency analysis implemented typically via linear operator yields
depth estimates. This method shares one inherent weakness with
stereo and motion; it requires that the scene have high frequency
textures. A texture-less surface appears the same focused or
defocused and resulting images do not contain information necessary
for depth computation. This weakness is avoided by projecting an
optimum illumination pattern on the scene, one that maximizes the
spatial resolution and accuracy of computed depth.
With accurate modeling of sensor optics, the use of an optimized
illumination pattern, and careful implementation of the sensor, a real
time range imaging system with an accuracy better than 0.3% at 30Hz
has been reported.
Despite of the real-time performance of the method, the application in
real-time 3D inspection of moulded glass may give unacceptable
results due to the surface behavior of the glass. The method is
strongly depends on diffuse-component of the light projected to the
object surfaces. If the object to be measured has a specular surface, it
is possible that from certain surfaces of the object no light reflected
back to the camera.

Copyright © 1997 VIMEC Applied Vision Technology B.V.
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3.1.3.1. Statistical Technique Based on Corresponding point;S

The methodology of multi-camera measurement involves identifying
and measuring homologous targets or patterns on images of an object,
which have been obtained from different viewpoints. These image
measurements are then used to compute the three dimensional co
ordinates of the location of the targets or patterns on the object being
measured.
Multi-camera algorithms are founded on the theory of a central
perspective projection. The associated theory enables sets of co
linearity equations to be written which relate each point on the object
to a set of measurement made in the image space. Each co-linearity
equation contains several unknowns: the location and orientation of
the camera at exposure time; the X, Y, Z co-ordinate of the object
point; and its corresponding image co-ordinates in the x,y image space.
A solution to these unknowns can be performed using a simultaneous
least square adjustment of all co-linearity equations (known as bundle
adjustment).
The sequence of following operations has to be carried out when using
multi-camera techniques for high precision object measurement:

Placement of targets on the subject to be measured
Arrangement of cameras to gain the strongest network
Setting the lighting to obtain strongly contrasting targeted
features
Collection of images from each view-point
Estimation of camera location by measuring the position of the
camera relative to the object
Estimation of the camera orientation by measuring the angles
of the cameras relative to the object
Identification and labeling of the targets using feature
detection techniques
Calculation of x,y subpixellocation of the targets
Calculation of correspondences between targets from all
viewpoints for consistent labeling
Initialization of camera and any other additional parameters
Least squares adjustment with the initial estimated parameters

Speed:
Given a fast mass storage system the initial data acquisition is at
camera frame rate, the largest time factors are: setting up, image
processing, target labeling, and bundle adjustment processing. The
bundle adjustment method is computationally expensive as large
matrix inversions are required and these rapidly increase in size with
the number of parameters to be estimated.

Accuracy:
The accuracy of the method is dependent on: the number of
observations, the type of target or surface feature, the strength of the

Copyright © 1997 VIMEC Applied Vision Technology B.V.
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measurement network, camera stability, and operator experience. A
case study has shown that object space precision's of 1:30,000 or better
may be obtained.

Reliability:
During the bundle adjustment procedure, statistics are obtained
concerning the estimated object space coordinates. All relevant
information can be combined in the analysis. The method can be
adapted for the detection of natural feature for example edges or
patterns as well as specifically placed targets.

Advantages:
The method is statistically based so that each of the co
ordinates has a RMS error associated with it and a global
standard deviation for the whole measurement process is
available;
The redundancy of measurement when more than two cameras
are used means that the precision of the measurement much
higher than would be the case for a system with no
redundancy;
The method is general - there is no limit to how large the
measured object can be as long as there are recognizable object
features and it is possible to arrange a suitable convergent
camera geometry.
The method is flexible - the measuring system can move to the
object and measurement can take place in situ.

Disadvantages:
The requirement for an expert user
The number of processes is required
The quantity and depth of knowledge about measurement
process required if high accuracy is to be achieved.

Conclusion:

Despite of its accuracy, the very complex set up and computing time
required by this method make it not interesting for application in real
time 3D inspection of moulded glass.

3.1.3.2. Technique Based on Edge Intersection in 3D SpacJ
6

The approach that is used in this method is to project the extracted
edges in pair images back into 3D spaces and extract the intersections
directly. Many false intersections will appear because the edge
correspondences are not known. If there are many paired images the
true intersections often appear at the same positions while false ones
usually appear at different positions. In other words, this method
finds the correspondence by "decision by majority".

Copyright © 1997 VIMEC Applied Vision Technology B.V.
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Figure 3-5 Intersection of a pair of backprojection surfaces

Some appropriate edge extraction operator converts all input images
into binary edge images. The edge can be a mixture of surface pattern
edges and occluding contour edges. Edges extracted from images
usually consist of linked pixels and they are assumed to be continuous
(curved) lines rather than sets of independent pixels or dots. Then
projecting the edge image back from the lens center forms a curved
surface, which is called back-projection surface. The line connecting
the lens center and each edge pixel is called back-projection line.
From a pair of images, the intersection of their back-projection
surfaces can be calculated which forms (curved) lines in 3D space.
Some of these represent true object edges, but usually some false
intersection appears. With one more pair of images, the true
intersections will appear at the same positions as the other pair's, but
the false intersections will appear at different positions.

Although we are not sure which pairs of images have object edges in
common, if there are numerous pairs, the number of occurrences at
the true positions is far higher than the number of false positions. So
the object edges in 3D space are extracted by some appropriate
thresholding.

This method is not effective to be applied on the object with a smooth
surface or curved one. Due to the absence of the surface feature points
in moulded glass product, this method can not be applied in real-time
3D inspection of moulded glass.

3.1.3.3. Technique Based on Projection ofPixel Data into Object
Space17

This method is proposed to measure the 3D-object shape without
special purpose lighting based upon the Back-projection of Pixel Data.
The method need not extract feature points such as edges from images

Copyright © 1997 VIMEC Applied Vision Technology B.V.
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at all and can measure not only the feature points but also the whole
object surface. It is simply done by projecting all pixel data back into
the object space from each image. The process is based on the idea
that a point on the object surface gives the similar color information
or gray level when it is observed from different viewpoints.

Figure 3-6 Backprojection of pixel data

First, all pixel data of images are assigned into voxels in the object
space, and the variance of assigned data is evaluated for all voxels.
Then two kinds of voting are executed as an enhancement process to
eliminate the voxels containing the false points.

Advantages:
Feature extraction from images is not required
The curved surface or the surface that has no feature points
can be measured
Robust for self-occlusion because it is executed in slightly
different view points

Disadvantages:
Accuracy:

The object shape swells a little in its entirety, because the
surface that is not given the back-projection from tangential
position will swell out in the first voting process.

Speed:
The amount of calculation is large, because 3D calculation is
done for all pixels of images.

Conclusion:

The idea that a point on the object surface gives the similar color
information or gray level when it is observed from different viewpoints
on which this method is based is unfortunately not true for a non
Lambertian object surface such as moulded glass product. This
violation makes this method is not usable for 3D inspection of
moulded glass.
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3.1.4.1. Grid ofLight StripJs

The underlying principle of this method is the triangulation
computation enabled by a known geometric relation between a
projector and a camera. A single laser beam can be used yielding a
single 3D surface point, or a stripe of light can yield a curve of 3D
points. A grid of light stripes can be projected onto the scene
simultaneously, yielding a sparse sampling of scene points wherever a
stripe can be uniquely identified in the image. When there is
significant depth variation and object occlusion, the line-labeling

problem is nontrivial. Encoded structured light19 is used to avoid the
labeling problem

v

camera

Figure 3-7 Multiple stripe triangulation

Advantages:
Speed, can be applied in real-time range analysis

Disadvantages:
Missing part problem, the absolute range to a partially
occluded surface cannot be recovered
Accuracy, spatial resolution is limited

Conclusion:

The surface behavior of a glass product that is specular makes this
method unusable in 3D inspection of moulded glass. The light pattern
projected to certain surfaces on the glass may lose depend on the
surface orientation.

3.1.4.2. M-Array Coded LighlO
The method reconstructs the shape of a specular object from the
image of an M-array coded light source observed after reflection by the
object. Using the window property of the M-array, a correspondence is
found between a point on the image of the reflected light source and a

Copyright © 1997 VIMEC Applied Vision Technology B.V.
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point on the light source. By assuming that the local surface of the
object is plane, surface normal vectors are determined from the
correspondence, and the three-dimensional shape of the object is
reconstructed from the intersection-lines between two plane surfaces.
The reconstruction algorithm may cause errors if it is applied to a
surface with a large curvature, since the restriction that the surface of
an object is locally plane is violated

Light Sourat Plan.

Figure 3-8 M-array coded light source reflected on a specular
surface

Conclusion:

Despite of the capability of the method to handle objects with specular
surface, the method is usable only if the object to be measured consists
ofjust plane surfaces. This makes the application of the method is not
interesting for 3D inspection of moulded glass products.

3.1.5. Photometric Techniques

3.1.5. 1. Four LightPhotometric Sterecf',22

Photometric techniques use image intensity to determine shape.
Different methods based on photometry have been proposed for

different kind of objects23
, one of the methods is four lights

photometric stereo. The method uses four lights that sequentially
illuminate the object under inspection, and a video camera for taking
images of the object. The method is developed to extract the surface
shape and surface roughness of an object that exhibits a specular lobe.
First the shape information is produced directly by three light and
four light photometric stereo methods, then different techniques are
applied to determine which pixels are specular and which are non
specular. Using the specular pixels and shape information in
conjunction with a reflectance model the surface roughness is
determined.
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Figure 3-9 Illumination regions

The four light sources are positioned appropriately such that three
categories of illumination regions are formed. They are region
illuminated by all four light sources, region illuminated by three light
sources and region illuminated by two light sources. The shadow lines
of each light source form the region boundaries. For each region the
surface orientation is calculated using the non-specular light sources
intensity images and the boundaries of the region.
The method is capable to extract the surface shape of a non
Lambertian object using four intensity images with appropriately
placed light sources taken from one view.

Conclusion:

The application of the method for shape extraction is not limited by
the specularity of the surface on the object to be inspected. Further
investigation is needed to answer the question whether the algorithm
used to solve photometric equations required by the method could be
optimized to achieve a real-time 3D-inspection system.

3. 1.5.2. Photometric Sampling Using Hybrid Surface MOde5
4

The method is based on a hybrid reflectance model, which is assumed
to be a linear combination of Lambertian and specular components.
The hybrid reflectance model is obtained from the primary reflection
components by making surface assumption that Lambertian and
specular surfaces are special instances of hybrid surfaces. The method
is presented to determine the shapes of hybrid surfaces without prior
knowledge of the relative strength of the Lambertian and specular
components of reflection. The object surface is illuminated using
extended light sources and is viewed from a single direction. Surface
illumination using extended sources makes it possible to ensure the
detection of both Lambertian and specular reflections. Uniformly
distributed source directions are used to obtain an image sequence of
the object.
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Consider the illumination of the surface by a point source oflight, the
method assumes that light energy reflected by the surface in the
direction of the camera causes an image of the surface to be formed.
The intensity at any point in the image of the surface is expressed as
linear combination of the Lambertian intensity component and the
specular intensity component. The relations of image intensity to
surface orientation, surface reflectance and point source direction are
described by photometric function. The surface orientation of each
pixel is calculated using image samples that are taken from one
viewpoint with different point source directions. The algorithm first
separates the specular component from image intensity, and using
only the Lambertian component the method calculates the intensity
and surface orientation of Lambertian strength. The specular
intensity is used to compute the specular surface orientation and the
specular strength. Using both Lambertian and specular surface
orientations and strengths and by minimizing surface orientation
error, for each pixel the surface orientation and the surface depth are
calculated.
The application of this method in 3D inspection of moulded glass may
get extra attention. The method can handle surfaces consisting of
Lambertian and/or specular reflectance and therefore the missing
correspondence points problem faced by most of other 3D range
finding methods is avoided. The orientation estimates obtained by
using both Lambertian and specular components of the image
intensities are reported to be accurate.
The speed performance of the method has not been reported and
therefore a further investigation is needed to decide whether the
application of the method in a real-time 3D inspection is possible.

3.2. Active Range Finding

3.2.1. Triangulation Based System

3.2.1.1. Simple TriangUlation

The most obvious method of absolute range finding is to use simple
one spot at a time triangulation. The image of a small portion of the
scene is focused upon a light detector. A narrow beam of light from a
source laterally displaced from the detector is swept over the scene.
The known directions associated with source and detector orientation
at the instant the detector sees the light spot on the scene are
sufficient to recover range if the displacement between the source and
detector is known. If the detecting system is made to look at a raster
sequence of scene points, sweeping the source beam in the suitable
plane for each position and recording the relevant angles when a
strike is detected, a reliable range-picture can be easily constructed.
Sometimes no strike will be detected because of occlusion.
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Figure 3·10 Simple triangulation range finding geometry

The larger the base line distance between detector and source, the
more accurate the ranging but more prevalent the "missing parts"
problem caused by directional occlusion. Also, closer ranges can be
more accurately measured.
Advantages:

Low cost
Disadvantages:

Missing parts problem by occlusion
Image acquisition is time consuming
Exact Information about geometry of the system is required
Accuracy is not great

Conclusion:

Despite of its simple geometrical principle, this method is not
sufficient to be applied in a real-time 3D inspection system, since the
image acquisition of all point of interest has to be done sequentially
and therefore time consuming.

3.2.1.2. Triangulation with Two Cameraf5

The system is composed of an independent laser system generating a
sheet of light projected on the object to be measured, which is placed
upon a linear or a rotary table driven by computer. Two cameras are
used in the system to limit the occlusion problem and the range data
obtained from both cameras are integrated into a single range image.
The calibration of each camera using a proposed method is very
simple, provides subpixel accuracy, and is performed only once as the
laser or the camera does not move.

The measurement of a given object is performed as follows: for each
camera and for every position of the table, the projection of the 2D
curve intersecting the plane of light and the surface of the object is
detected with subpixel accuracy using interpolation. The calibration
value and the position of the table are then used to transform the 2D
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curve into 3D coordinate to construct a rangepic. When an occlusion
problem occurred, information from the second camera is used.

Advantages:
Low cost
Simple and fast calibration procedure, no need of information
about geometrical configuration of the system
Accuracy typically 0.25 mm for an object placed at 0.5 m from
the cameras.
Occlusion problem is limited by the second camera
Disadvantage:
Image acquisition is time consuming

Conclusion:

Despite of accuracy and speed improvement achieved by this method
compared to the previous one, the image acquisition speed is still not
enough to be applied in a real-time 3D-inspection system. Another
problem arises if this method is used to construct a rangepic of an
object with a specular surface, such as metal or glass materials. The
intersection of the plane of light and the surface of the object detected
by cameras are not unique, it is a missing correspondence points
problem.

3.2.2. Time of Flight Range Finder

3.2.2.1. Ultrasonic Range Finder

An ultrasonic "chirp" consisting of certain number of pulses at
different frequencies is transmitted by an electrostatic transducer and

exhibiting a beam pattern with a major forward lobe of about 300 solid
angle.

Figure 3-11 Ultrasonic signal reflection
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The signal reflected off an object within range is detected by the same
transducer and processed by an amplifier whose gain and band-width
are adjusted during delay between "chirp" and "bounce back" so as to
improve the signal noise ratio and the reliability of signal detection.
The mixed frequency "chirp" is used to lower the probability of signal
cancellation for certain target topographies. Range from 0.9 to 35 ft.
is recovered with an accuracy of about 1 in.
Advantages:

For crude navigation purposes, it is useful as an obstacle
detector

Disadvantages:
Not suitable for producing medium to high-resolution rangepic
over scene containing hard object with surfaces whose normals
are in arbitrary directions.

Conclusion:

The low accuracy and the expense of this method make it not
interesting to be applied in real-time 3D inspection of moulded glass.

3.2.2.2. LaserRadarRange Finder

There are two basic laser range finder designs dependent upon time of
flight to and from an object point whose range is sought. The first
kind measures phase shift in a continuous wave modulated laser beam
between leaving the source and returning to the detector in coaxial
direction. The second measures the time a laser pulse takes to go from
the source bounce off a target point and return co-axially to a detector.

PDP UflO
tu.a1cc.pucer

Ph...

Figure 3-12 Phase detection laser range finder
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For both methods a mirror scanning system was used to deflect the
beam and to collect a coaxial component of the reflected beam.
In the first method, range is recovered through phase shift
measurements and reflected intensity by energy measurements. The
ratio of returned energy over source energy, when corrected for range
gives the intrinsic surface property of the target known as albedo,
which is independent of both the surface orientation and the
illumination.

t .....c '*Ject

_ f]l
C.U&'IIb1"c...

-----e:=J
~

Sun
Ial....c..
P\o1••

Figure 3-13 Time-of-flight laser range finder

In the second method, the output from the detector is passed onto a
chain of sensitive instrumentation normally associated with nuclear
physics experiments. The time between a reference time pulse
produced at the moment oflaser firing and the output of the constant
fraction discriminator is converted into a pulse whose height is
proportional to the required time interval (time to pulse height
converter) .
Advantages:

No missing part problems
Computational cost is minimal
Accuracy 2 cm. in the 1-3 m range

Disadvantages:
High cost
Acquisition is time consuming
Require specialized piece of opto-electronic hardware

Conclusion:

The high cost customized equipments and time consuming data
acquisition required by this method are the major concerns why it is
not interesting for application in real-time 3D inspection of moulded
glass.

3.2.3. Active Range Finding with Parabolic Mirror26

The main purpose of this system is to inspect an object with specular
surface. A specular surface reflects light only in the direction such
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that the angle of incidence equals the angle of reflection. Due to this
characteristic, conventional approaches to obtain the shape of specular
objects have not guaranteed accurate results. In image of specular
surfaces the perceived brightness become a very strong function of
viewing direction due to highlights of reflections from the source.

Figure 3-14 Three reflection components

The principle of this system is that a highly focused laser beam strikes
the object surface and a beam-receiving unit then detects the specular
components of the reflected light. To achieve this, the system is to be
composed of a galvanometer that steers the laser beam's direction to
the desired surface point, a parabolic mirror that reflects the specular
components of surface reflection toward its center line and a beam
receiving unit positioned along the mirror center line. To distinguish
the beam leaving the source from the beam reflected back to the
source, a beam splitter and an optical sensor are placed on top of the
parabolic mirror.
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it,

Figure 3-15 Finding surface normal direction using parabolic
mirror

If the incident laser beam is moved on the curved surface by the
galvanometric scanning unit (GSU), the reflected rays corresponding
to different surface normal vectors are incident at different position
on the sensing unit. In other word, the sensing unit can detect the
direction of the reflected ray, and accordingly the vector normal to the
surface of the object can be estimated.
Advantages:

Small number of optical sensors
Free of limitation of image processing technique
High accuracy

Disadvantages:
The system does not guarantee accurate results in the case of
large surface roughness due to the effect off-specular reflection.
Data acquisition is time consuming, 163 ms for each point.

Conclusion:

The method is design specially to construct the rangepic of highly
specular objects, the non-usual configuration and time consuming
acquisition required by this method are the major concerns why it's
application in 3D inspection of moulded glass becomes not interesting.
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Summary of limitation of the described methods is shown in table 1.

Toole 3-1: Limitations faced by different range finding methods.
Method/Limitation: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Passive
+Monocular + + . + + + - -
+Binocular:
--Stereo Based + - - + + + - -
--Motion Based + - - + + + - -
-Defocus Based + - - - + - + .
+Multiple:
··Point Based - + + - - - - +
··Edge Based - + + + + - - -
-·Pixel Based - + + - + - - -
+Structured Light + - - - + - + -
+ Photometry
e_ Four Light - + - - - - - -
-- Hybrid Surface - + - - - - - -
Active
+Triangulation
--Simple + - + + + - - -
-·Two cameras - - + + + - - -
+Time Of Flight
--Ultrasonic - - + - - + + +
··Laser Radar - - + - + - - +
+Parabolic Mirror - - + - - - + +
Simplified Method - - - - - + - -

+ = Limited by #

The limitations:

1. Missing parts/occlusion problem
2. Computational complexity
3. Time consuming data acquisition
4. Limited to line structured scene
5. Limited to Lambertian surface
6. Limited to surface orientation
7. Limited spatial resolution
8. High cost, need extra hardware
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4. 3D Inspection of Moulded Glass

In the previous chapter different methods for 3D inspection have been
studied. Unfortunately most of the methods are based on the
assumption that the object to be inspected has Lambertian surface. If
light falls on a Lambertian surface, the reflection of the light on the
surface is viewable from different angles. If the assumption of
Lambertian surface is violated, the methods will not work or the
accuracy of the methods is not guaranteed. Other methods such as
photometric sampling using hybrid surface model, range finding using
parabolic mirror, etc. have been proposed to handle non-Iambertian
surface. The major limitations of the methods are the time needed for
image acquisition and computational complexity, besides they are not
designed to handle transparent materials and therefore they may fail
to inspect transparent moulded glass.

The surface of a moulded glass product is known to be non
lambertian, and its transparency depends on color of glass material.
Light falls on glass surface will be reflected or diffracted only to a
certain direction following optical laws.
Using existing knowledge about properties of the object to be
inspected, which is commonly available for industrial products, may
simplify the three-dimensional inspection problem and therefore
improvement in speed and accuracy can be achieved. A simplified
method becomes more interesting if the inspection requirement is
limited to certain region of interest only. Since the rangepic of object is
not required, time and computational-consuming data acquisition and
processing of the whole surface on the object can be avoided.
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Figure 4-1 Non-round moulded glass and pre-defined ranges of
interest

This chapter introduces two methods of simplified 3D-measurement
for moulded glass. Based on their advantages and disadvantages, one
of these methods will be implemented in Chapter 5.

4.1. Integrated 3D Inspection based on selective diameter views

Simplified 3D inspection problem can be solved by carrying out one or
more two dimensional inspections. Taking a certain class of a moulded
glass product as object to be inspected and an existing dimensional
property reference for that particular class, a properly simplified 3D
inspection system can be designed. The drawback of the simplified
system compared with non-simplified methods is its limited flexibility;
it is only usable for certain classes of moulded glass, namely the class
for which it is designed.
Using an optimized lighting configuration27 and by positioning the
object and the cameras properly according to which dimensional
inspection will be carried out yields optimized 2D images each from
different views. Necessary image processing algorithms and shape

analysis28 will be applied to the images to extract the information
required for dimensional inspection.
The advantage of the method is its simplicity in application using the
known techniques and algorithms already available to produce a
precise measurement.
The disadvantage of the system compared to full 3D-inspection
method using range image is its limited flexibility, since the
measurement is limited to certain range of interest only.
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A three-dimensional inspection system for moulded glass described in
this chapter consists of two CCD cameras, a controllable rotary table
and a background lighting system. The top camera is installed
parallel to the z-axis above of the table. The base camera is installed
on the y-axis of the 3D-coordinate system.
The structure of the 3D-inspection system is shown in Figure 4-2.

top camera

lighting

z

J-y

base
camera

Image
Rotary Tablel--_-l Processor
Controller (Computer)

Figure 4-2 3D-inspection system with controlled rotary table

The top camera is used to identify the contour, outer shape, 2D
dimension in the XY-plane of the object and the initial orientation of
the inspection planes. Based on the information from the image taken
by the top camera, control signals for rotating and positioning the
rotary table are calculated. The rotation and re-positioning of the
table is necessary to get a focused image of the plane to be inspected.
This plane will be further referenced as inspection plane which is
parallel to XZ-plane. From the image taken by the base camera,
dimension of the object on the inspection plane can be accurately
measured. Figure. 4-3 shows the flowchart of the system.
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Integrated 3D measurement for moulded glass
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Figure 4-3 Flowchart of integrated 3D-inspection system.

4.1.2. Inspection Procedure

As illustrated in Figure 4-4, a line through points (x,y) can be
described by line equation (O,p):

x * cos (0) + y * sin (0) = p )
(4-1)

with 0 :s; 0 :s; 7t.

Where:
ois the angle between normal of the line and x-axis
and p is the distance of the line to origin.
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Figure 4-4 Description of normal line equation

In order to describe this method, we assume a moulded glass product
as illustrated in Figure 4-5.

Figure 4-5 3D Illustration of a moulded glass

First an image of the object is taken by the top camera. Using image
processing techniques, the following information can be extracted
from the top camera view,

1. The center of the table (Xtc, Ytc), can be located using two or
more marking points on the table.

2. The rotation-axis of the object, which is also the object center
(Xac,Yoc), can be found by calculating center of mass from top
view of the object.

3. The inspection planes (Pi,ei). The inspection planes are defined
as the planes on the object where an inspection should be done.
For moulded glass, these planes are mostly the orientation of
major axes of the product viewed from top camera.

Figure 4-6 shows views from both cameras, before and after the
rotation of the table.
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Figure 4-6 Views from top and base camera

From this information, for each inspection plane the following items
can be found:

1. Calculate distance to the origin (Pj) of a line through the center
of the object (Xoc,yoc) and parallel with inspection plane i.
Po = Xoc * cos (8 j ) + Yoc * sin (8 j )

(4-2)
2. Calculate distance to the origin (Pt) of a line through the center

of the table (Xtc,ytc) and parallel with inspection plane i.
Ptc = Xtc * cos (8D + Ytc * sin (8i)

(4-3)
3. Calculate rotation angle (8tr) of the table to get the inspection

plane i parallel to XZ-plane and closer to the base camera.
if Poc < Pi

8tr = 1/2 1t - 8j

(4-4)
else

{if object center is between the inspection plane and the
base camera rotate the table a half rotation more to get
the inspection plane closer to the camera}
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(4-5)

These processes are illustrated again in Figure 4-7

x-ax
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·f d the plene orientation:

./l)
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Inputs:
Object geometry:
plane to be Inspected
->lIne A-B
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focus of base camera
-> yl

--calculate PI ;
{hint: a line through (x.c,yte) and
parallel to plane_lie given by
II>./l))
--calculate Q,.;
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/\,.012 - /l
else /\,= /l-0I2)

Outputs:
-dIstance of the origin to a
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of the tabla and parallel to
Inscpection plane Is:

/>
-table rotation engle for each
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Figure 4-7 Calculate the rotation angle from the angle of inspection
plane

4. After rotation, calculate the location of the inspection plane in
y-direction, as shown in Figure 4-8.
yp = Yt + Pi - Pt

(4-6)

plane to be inspected. : y-axis
p1anIU : .-..

or- -+.....,.m;'.,;;,P..vl....W"
Y.

Y.

Action:
-find the Inspection plane an.r
rotation:
yp:lll: YI +PI· f'i
--calculate distance between focus
plane and Inepectlon plane
y,,,,I:YI-Y·

Inputs:
-plane to be Inspected
->lIne A-B
-distance of the origin to a
line through the centre
of the table and parallel to
InscpecUon plane:
-> rho_tb_1
focus of base camera
-> y_fc_b

Outputs:
-table translation In y
direction for each
InspecUon plane:
y••

Figure 4-8 The location of the inspection plane after rotation

5. Calculate translation movement (Ytm) of the table in y-direction
to get the inspection plane on focus (yr) of base camera as
shown in Figure 4-9.
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Ytm = Yi - Yr
(4-7)

Inputs:
• calibration of top came,.
·>lIkt,Yct
• table translation In
y direction:
->y.

\
Action: \
• mow the table In y\directlon
v..... to get the \
Inspection plane on ~us

~; ~:=nSlonallnsp~on from

\

Outputs:
• dimenslonallnspec:tlon
Iromtop view
• focused Image tor
accurat.lnspection on
plane_I viewed from base
camera

Figure 4-9 Translate the rotary table to get the inspection plane on
focus

NOW the needed translation movement and rotation angles of the table
are calculated for each inspection plane, the motion path for
repositioning the table can be planned. Accurate 2D dimensional
measurement can be derived from focused base camera image for each
inspection plane. An expected image of an inspection plane viewed
from base camera is shown in Figure 4-10.

z-axis- Inputs:
Camera paramet....:
calibration of base camera
->kt.,Za

base view

lnapeetlon
on plilnel

o r-----==:O:--'

tIdJ
x-axis

Outputs:
-dImensional Inspection of
plane_I viewed from ba••
cam era

Figure 4-10 Accurate 2D inspection on the inspection plane

Flowchart in Figure 4-11 summarizes the whole process of this
inspection procedure.
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Figure 4-10 Inspection procedure of the inspection system for
moulded glass

4.1.3.Calibration Procedure

The calibration of the system consists of estimating the
transformation that back-projects any point of image plane of each
camera into the object plane. The top camera calibration is done by
placing an object with a known size in XY-direction on the rotary
table. From the image taken by top camera, a top camera calibration
ratio (xet, Yet) can be calculated, the top camera calibration ratio is used
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to transform dimensions from pixels in top camera image back to real
dimensional value parallel to XY- plane.
By placing an object of known size on the table in XZ-direction and
parallel to XZ-plane the base camera calibration ratio can be
calculated and the focus of the base camera relative to the XZ-plane
(focus distance from Y=O) can also determined. The focus distance is
assigned as Yf (measured on XY-plane using top camera coordinate).
The bottom camera calibration ratio (xct, Zct) is used to transform
dimension in pixels taken from base camera to real dimension value
parallel to XZ- plane. The focus distance of base camera relative to
plane Y=O is used to control the translation in Y direction of the
rotary table.

4.2. 3D Inspection based on multiple diameter samples

When viewing a cylindrical object with a camera from different angles,
the object's diameter in the images will stay the same as long as the
distance of the camera to the object is not changed. On the other hand
a non cylindrical object will produce a different diameter for each
different image taken from different angle.
The diameter variations are related to the angles of the camera to the
object. The correspondence between the orientation and the diameter
variation is a direct consequence of the "non-roundness" of the object.
The method described in this chapter is based on the diameter
variations to determine the 3D-measurement of moulded glass.

4.2.1. System configuration
The configuration of the system proposed in this chapter is almost the
same as those proposed in chapter 4.1, except that this configuration
does not require a position and speed -controllable rotary table,
neither a top camera to determine the initial orientation of the
product and the rotary table.
The configuration consists of a rotary table with a constant rotation
speed, one or more side cameras depends on the height of the object
and the view-range of the cameras, background lighting and a
computer for image and data processing. This configuration is
depicted in Figure 4-11.
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Figure 4-11 Configuration of 3D-inspection system based on multiple
diameter samples

Restrictions of this configuration are:
Rotation axis of the rotary table has to be on focus plane of the
camera
Vertical axis of the product on the table and rotation axis of the
table must be on the same line
Rotation speed of the table has to be constant,
Time interval between each image acquisition has to be
constant,

4.2.2. Inspection Procedure

The product to be measured is placed on the center of the rotary table
such that the vertical axis of the product is on the same line as the
rotation axis of the table.
When the table rotates, at certain time interval image samples are
taken and each of these samples is directly processed to extract the
diameter and left-offset position of the object. These values which are
in subpixels are stored in a measurement buffer. The left-offset
position can be used to give extra information about the position of
the object to image's left border.

In data processing phase, the diameters collected in the buffer are
processed to extract only the required measurements.
Next, these values are converted from subpixels to mm unit by
applying a calibration factor acquired from a calibration procedure.
The calibration procedure will be described in chapter 4.2.3.
More details about the image processing, and measurement extraction
applied in inspection procedure can be found in chapter 5.
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To determine the correspondence between subpixel values and mm
unit, a calibration is required. First a measurement is done in subpixel
and the results are compared to the mm unit acquired by other way of
measurement. Once the calibration is done, the calibration factor can
be used in future measurements to convert the subpixels
measurement to mm unit.

This calibration factor is valid as long as no change is applied to the
configuration of the vision system. Changing the position of the
camera to the table, changing focus of the camera and changing the
illumination intensity of background light may cause changes in
configuration of the vision system. When this configuration is
changed, a new calibration will be required, which in return will be
valid only for the new configuration.

4.3. Comparison between both of the methods

Comparing the two methods, the integrated measurement with
controlled rotary table as described in chapter 4.1 has the following
advantages and disadvantages:
The advantages are:

Only selective samples have to be taken, depends on the
required measurement.
The object to be measured can be placed at random position on
the rotary table.

While the disadvantages are:
A controlled rotary table is needed, which is not commonly
used in existing vision system, the additional hardware will be
needed to control and to reposition the rotary table;
An extra camera and lighting is required to find the initial
orientation of the object from top view. A proper lighting for
the top view will be difficult to setup.
It is not always possible to find the initial orientation of the
object on the rotary table from top view, for example if the
geometrical form of the object is round. This geometrical form
is common in moulded glass products.
If the inspection has to be done at a height which is not
viewable by the top camera, the orientation of the inspection
plane can not be determined, and therefore the method will
fail, because no information is available to adjust the position
the table. For example, the first product illustrated in Figure
2-1, if the circle diameter are greater than the maximum
diameter of the polygon which is at lower position, the polygon
will not be visible from the top camera. This combination of
geometrical forms is also common in moulded glass product.
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Measurement based on multiple diameter samples as described in
Chapter 4.2 has the following advantages and disadvantages:

Advantages:
Initial orientation of the object on the rotary table is not
required
It is much easier to setup, since the hardware required is
commonly used in existing vision system,
It is independent on variation in geometrical forms and
diameters at different height on the object.
It can handle various geometrical forms, as long as the form is
not concave.

Disadvantages:
A lot of image samples from different views has to be taken
continuously.
Time intervals between each sample must be constant,
Position of the object has to be on the middle of the table,
which is not easy to be done manually.

Conclusion:

Based on these comparisons, the method with multiple diameter
samples has been chosen for implementation. The disadvantages arise
from this method will be taken into account to minimize the error in
the measurement.
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In this chapter, more details about implementation of inspection,
calibration and measurement extraction procedures will be described.

5.1. Setting up hardware and software

The hardware and software configuration of the inspection system is:

Computer: I
CPU 68020
Memory 3MB
Operating System OS9 (Real-time operating

system)
Memory of VIOM(Video I/O 1MB
Module)

CameraslLighting: I
Type CCD matrix cameras (512x512)
Lens 25mm/1.9 and 50mm/2.8 telecentric lens,
Lighting white neon lamp with a convex lens
Rotary table Fixed rotation speed, depend on voltage given by power

supply
Comment To extend the range of inspection area on various

products with different size without changing camera
or object position, a zoom lens is required.

Hardware and software used for development: I
Computer sun4c
Operating system SunOS 4.1.3
Programming language C old style
Compiler C compiler executive version 3.2 Copyright

1990 Microware
SUN/4 version

Vision Library HCS Computer Vision Library
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Each product is identified by a type number. Products with the same
geometrical form and size are classified as the same type.
Products with the same type have the following common items:
1. Id/Type number:

Type identification number

2. Number ofused cameras:
Number of camera used for inspection. This number depends on
the size of the products and at which part of the product the
inspection will be done. If two side-cameras are used, then the
number of used camera is 2.

3. Number ofsamples:
Number of samples that will be taken in one and a half rotation to
collect diameter measurements of the product. This is the number
of root-images that will be taken by each camera. In the root-image
one or more sub-images are defined. The number of root images
than can be taken depends on rotation speed and on the number of
pre-defined sub-images, since more sub-images means there will be
more time needed to extract diameter measurements from each
sub-image.

4. Number ofvertical measurement:
Number of measurement in vertical direction. Vertical
measurement will be done in a pre-defined sub-image of "range of
interest". In this implementation only height measurement will be
done.

Figure 5-1 A root image taken by a top camera, and three pre
defined sub-images; one sub-image will be used for height
measurement and two others for diameter measurement.

5. Number ofhorizontal measurement:
Number of measurement in horizontal direction. Each horizontal
measurement is defined in a pre-defined sub-image.

6. Configuration file:
This file is used to save vision configuration when a new type is
defined, such as root-image position in camera view, sub-images
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position in a root-image, threshold values for each sub-image and
other common values for the specific type of product.

The following information is defined interactively and will be
saved in the configuration file:
a) Type number and number of defined sub-images
b) Position and size of root images in each camera view
c) The number of the root-images in which a sub-image is

defined: a sub-image is defined in a root image taken either by
bottom side-camera or by top side-camera.

d) Position, size and threshold of the sub-images
e) Type of diameter measurement in a sub-image: either the

maximum or minimum diameter in the sub-image will be
measured.

£) Type of geometrical form of the product in a sub-image: either
the form is round, ellipse, regular polygon or irregular polygon.

Once the configuration file is defined, products with the same type
may use the same configuration file.

7. Calibration file:
The file that is created in calibration procedure. Once a calibration
file is created, it can be used to convert the value of subpixel into
mm unit for inspection of products with the same type. The
product used in calibration procedure is a product with known
measurement using other measurement method.
In the calibration file the following items are saved for each pre
defined sub-image:
a) Measurement of the calibration product in subpixels
b) Measurement of the calibration product in mm
c) Calibration factor from subpixels to mm value for each

measurement

5.3. Image Acquisition

After defining vision and measurement setting, which can be done
interactively or by reloading from a previously saved configuration
file, image acquisition procedure can begin.
First, a camera takes a root image, whose areas in camera view are
defined in the configuration file. Then in order to find diameter
measurement at certain height, each sub-image that has been defined
in the root-image will be processed.
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Figure 5-2 Root image taken from bottom base camera and the pre
defined subimages

The following procedure will be applied to each sub-image:

1. Finding left and right border ofthe product in the sub-image

This procedure begins by thresholding the sub-image. The
threshold image is a binary version of the 256 gray-level sub-image
originally taken by the camera. In threshold image each pixel with
a value lower than the threshold value is treated as black and
other pixels as white. Black pixels represent the object and white
pixels represent background. Left border of the product is found by
searching and locating the first white to black transition in the
binary image in left to right direction. Right border is found by
searching and locating the first white to black transition in the
threshold image in a right to left direction. This is done for each
line in sub-image. Since the size of product in pixels may exceed
the size allowed by vision library, each sub-image is divided in left
and right parts and the maximum size of each part will be limited
to the allowed image size. Left part is used to find the left border
and the right part is used to find the right border. The border
location found using binary image is limited to pixel level accuracy.

Figure 5-3 Pixel values around the object-to-background transition;
pixels with low gray-values represent the object, and pixels with high

gray-values represent the background.
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To extend the accuracy to sub-pixel level, gray-level value of pixels
around the initial transition are weighted and the gravity of the
pixels are calculated. This gravity calculation procedure finds the
location of the object border around the initial transition with
subpixel precision.

2. Finding the diameter viewed in each sub-image

Diameter is defined as distance between the left border and the
right border of the product in a sub-image. Which diameter value
will be extracted depends on what kind of diameter measurement
is required in the sub-image. This can be maximum or minimum
diameter.

~::l
Figure 5-4 Finding maximum diameter in a sub-image

3. Save each diameter measurement to measurement buffer

For each take of root-image, image processing is applied in all sub
images and extracted diameter values are saved to a measurement
buffer. After image acquisition, the measurement buffer will cotain
all diameter measurements that are taken sequentially. These
measurement values will be processed later in data processing
procedure to extract only the requested measurement on the
product.

5.4. Data processing

Measurement buffer that has been filled while executing image
acquisition will contain an array of subpixel diameters measured in
each sub-image. The collected data will then be processed based on
geometrical form of the product.

The following procedures are carried out correspond to the
geometrical form:

1. Circle:
Find the minimum and the maximum diameter in measurement
buffer. For inspection purposes, only the two extreme values are
interesting. If one or both of these values fall outside the allowed
tolerance the product should be rejected.
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Figure 5-5 Diameter measurement of a circle in subpixels

2. Ellipse:
Find the first and the second local minimums of diameter in
measurement buffer for the corresponding sub-image. Assume that
the second local minimum is taken a half rotation further after the
first local minimum is taken, the shortest axis of the ellipse is
found to be the average of the two local minimums. If the product
is placed exactly on the center of the table, the two minimums
should be equal. Taking the average of both diameters will reduce
error caused by placing the product not exactly on the center of the
rotary table.

Max1 3400

MaX2

3200

3000

2800

2600

2400

Min1

Min2 2200
0 100 300 400 500 600

Figure 5-6 Diameter values in subpixels of an ellipse

Using the first and the second local maximums, the same
procedure as described before is applied to find the long axis of the
ellipse.

3. Regular polygon :
Regular polygon is defined, as a polygon whose lengths on each
side and the angle between two neighboring sides are equal.

Since the application of this inspection system, is limited to the
products which is symmetrical to its vertical axis, the number of
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sides of regular polygon must be even. Each pair of two sides that
are parallel to each other is defined as a side-pair.

Side-pair
diameter

Figure 5-7 Regular polygon with four side-pairs and four corner
pairs diameter

If the polygon is perfectly regular and the product is placed
precisely on the center of the table, there will be only two
values of local extremes in diameter measurement; the one is
the maximum and the other is the minimum. All local
minimums and local maximums respectively will have the same
value. The local minimum is easily to be verified as the
diameter of each side-pair.

To calculate the diameter of each side-pair on the regular
polygon, information about the number of side-pairs is also
stored in configuration file.
From the measurement buffer, the local minimums and local
maximums in diameter measurement are detected,. The
diameter of each side-pair is found to be the average of two
local minimums that are taken a half rotation one after
another. The number oflocal minimums found between the
two local minimums is equal the number of side-pairs of the
polygon minus one. This procedure is depicted in Figure 5-7
for a polygon with number of side-pairs is four. In this way the
diameter for each side-pair in the polygon can be extracted, and
based on the allowed target values, a decision could be taken
either to reject or to accept the product.
On the same way using the maximum diameters detected in
measurement buffer, the diameter of each corner-pair in the
polygon can also be extracted.

4. Irregular polygon

Irregular polygon is a polygon with different length of sides,
and diameter of each side-pair are not of the same size.
Example of irregular polygon and corresponding requested
measurement (marked) is shown in Figure 5-8.
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Figure 5-8 Irregular polygon

The diameter values of the polygon viewed from different
angles, as registered in measurement buffer, are depicted in
Figure 5-10.
The values of local minimums in the diameter measurement
vary and the difference between one and another is clear. The
following method is introduced to handle this geometrical form.

For example, assume an irregular polygon with a form shown
in Figure 5-9. Diameter measurement viewed from angle 6i at

time ti is given by di. dmax is maximum diameter, dmin1 is

first minimum diameter and dmin2 is second minimum

diameter.

Figure 5-9 Relation between diameter and view-angle

It can be verified that:
d] =dmax *cos 8,

(5-1)
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(5-2)
If time interval between each image take and the rotation
speed are constant, it can be verified that angle interval
Oint between each image take is also constant. If the first image

is taken at time to , and the orientation of the product to the

camera at that time is 00 , the orientation of the object at tl

and t2 are given by:

81 = 80 + t 1 *8int = arccos{/I )
max

(5-3)

(5-4)
The angle between two samples is
82 -81 =(t2 - t1) *8int =f!..t *8int

(5-5)
Where M is the time interval between the two successive
images.
It is shown that there is a correspondence between the time
when an image is taken and the diameter value measured at
that time.
The relationship between the time interval and the variation in
arccos of the measured diameter is described by:

M - f!..arccos6:J
(5-6)

Variation in the arccos of normalized diameter is thus linear in
time.
This correspondence is valid in certain range of 0 related to the
time when maximum diameter view dmax is taken.

In irregular polygon such as shown in Figure 5-8, There may be
more corner-pairs with different diameter values. They will
produce different local maximums and local minimums in
measurement buffer. Each diameter that is registered in
measurement buffer represents a diameter of the corner-pair of
the irregular polygon viewed from different angle.
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Figure 5-10 Variation in diameters of an irregular polygon

Using Equation (5-6) described above, one can find the second
minimum diameter dmin2 by looking for the time when the

diameter is taken. Since the diameter values are registered
sequentially in measurement buffer, they are automatically
indexed in time.

To find the dmin2, first the arccos6:.. ) are calculated for all

diameter value d, where dmax is the maximum diameter in

measurement buffer. A range in which the variation in arccos
is linear following Equation (5-6) is marked, according to the
expected target dimensions of the product. The information
about diameters of each corner-pair in the irregular polygon
can be given by operator or may be calculated from the
expected target dimensions to determine the range. Once the
range is given, it will be stored in the configuration file and can
be used later to inspect products of the same type.
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Figure 5-11 Variation in arccos of normalized diameter

Next, a linear Least Square fit29 is applied to the arccos of the
selected diameter values covered by the range. The same
procedure is applied to diameter values related to the next local
maximums. Finally the intersection of the two fit lines is
localized and the index where the two lines intersect is marked
as index corresponds to the time when the diameter dm in2 is

taken. Pointing to the index in measurement buffer will give
the requested measurement value dmin2.
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Figure 5-12 Intersection of two fit-lines of linear arccos

To reduce the error caused by placing the product not exactly
on the rotation axis of rotary table, each requested diameter
measurement is derived from average of two diameter
measurements which are taken a half rotation one after
another.
In general there are three measurement results that can be
extracted from an irregular polygon, i.e. the minimum
diameter, the maximum diameter and the second minimum
diameter. The latter is found by locating the intersection of two
fit lines of arccos of normalized diameters. In fig.?? the
diameters are presented as dminl, dmax and dmin2
respectively.

5.5. Calibration

Calibration procedure is done by comparing the subpixel measurement
result of the product achieved by this method and the measurement
result taken by using a slide-rule, which are in mm unit.
The calibration is done to calculate calibration factors, which can be
used for inspection of products of the same type. The result of
calibration procedure is saved in a calibration file.
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The calibration factor is calculated as follows:

C=dll

Where:
C
d
1

= calibration factor
= measurement result in subpixels
= measurement value in mm

(5-7)

The calibration factors are stored in a data structure corresponding to
the requested measurements.
Depend on geometrical form and the requested measurement on a
product, the calibration is done independently for each requested
measurement.
1. For a circle, this is done for both minimum and maximum values
2. For an ellipse, this is done for short axis and for long axis
3. For regular polygon, the calibration is done for the average of all

side-pair (minimum) diameters and for the average of all corner
pair (maximum) diameters

4. For irregular polygon, this is done for the minimum side-pair
diameter, maximum corner-pair diameter, and the second
minimum side-pair diameter.

5. For height measurement, this is done for the average of minimum
and maximum height values.

5.6. Measurement Extraction

Once the calibration of a product type is done, the measurement
results of inspection procedure for products of the same type can be
given in mm unit. The value in mm unit is converted from subpixel
value by using the calibration factors calculated in calibration
procedure.

The mm value for each requested measurement, is given by:

l= dlC
(5-8)

where:
1
d
C

= measurement result in mm
= measurement result in subpixels
= calibration factor, can be loaded from calibration file
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Measurement results for moulded glass of a type as depicted in Figure
6-1 are presented in Table 6-1,6-2 and 6-3.

Figure 6-1 Measuring at three different heights

Measurement is done at three different heights with three different
geometrical forms. Geometrical form of the product at first height is
cylindrical, at the second height is elliptical and at the third height is
an irregular polygon.

The extracted diameter measurements of the cylindrical form are the
minimum and the maximum diameters. From the ellipse the short and
the long axes are extracted and from the polygon the minimum Cd..ninl)
and the second minimum Cd..nin2) diameters are acquired.

First, vision setting for the product type is defined, then calibration is
done using measurement results acquired with a slide-rule. Using the
same product as used for calibration, measurement has been done 15
times without moving or replacing the product on the table, and
measurement results are given in Table 6-1
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Table 6-1. Measurement results of a product measured 15 times
'th t . d I'WI ou remoVIng an rep!acmg

Meas Cylindric Ellipse Irregular Polygon
number Min Max Short Long Diam1 Diam2
1 18.122 18.317 23.206 35.752 21.913 34.089
2 18.122 18.317 23.202 35.752 21.913 34.102
3 18.122 18.317 23.206 35.752 21.904 34.098
4 18.122 18.308 23.198 35.748 21.917 34.102
5 18.113 18.317 23.211 35.748 21.904 34.094
6 18.122 18.308 23.198 35.748 21.904 34.106
7 18.122 18.308 23.194 35.752 21.904 34.094
8 18.113 18.317 23.202 35.752 21.883 34.094
9 18.122 18.308 23.202 35.756 21.871 34.106
10 18.113 18.317 23.198 35.752 21.892 34.094
11 18.113 18.308 23.194 35.756 21.896 34.089
12 18.113 18.317 23.202 35.748 21.900 34.089
13 18.122 18.308 23.206 35.752 21.858 34.106
14 18.113 18.308 23.202 35.752 21.909 34.102
15 18.122 18.308 23.198 35.748 21.824 34.089
AveraJ!e 18.118 18.312 23.201 35.751 21.893 34.097
StDev 0.00456 0.00465 0.00473 0.00270 0.02499 0.00661

It can be seen in table 6.1 that the repeatability of the measurement
are satisfied, with a standard deviation below 0.010. This is true
except for measurement of the shorter diameter in the irregular
polygon.
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To study the reproducibility of the system, the experiment described
previously is repeated again, but between each measurement the
product is moved away from the rotary table and than placed again.
The results of this experiment are given in Table 6-2.

Table 6-2. Measurement results of a product measured 15 times with
. d I' b hremoVIng' an repJ aCIng' etween eac measurement

Meas Cilindrica Ellipse Irregular Polyg'on
number Min Max Short Long Diam1 Diam2
1 18.113 18.317 23.194 35.756 21.909 34.106
2 18.130 18.367 23.194 35.748 21.786 34.106
3 18.130 18.334 23.198 35.748 21.900 34.089
4 18.130 18.342 23.198 35.748 21.900 34.085
5 18.113 18.350 23.185 35.752 21.913 34.098
6 18.130 18.325 23.198 35.756 21.824 34.094
7 18.122 18.342 23.190 35.744 21.896 34.102
8 18.096 18.367 23.185 35.752 21.892 34.089
9 18.122 18.334 23.185 35.752 21.866 34.089
10 18.113 18.359 23.190 35.748 21.875 34.102
11 18.122 18.342 23.190 35.748 21.900 34.106
12 18.113 18.342 23.194 35.752 21.896 34.094
13 18.130 18.350 23.190 35.748 21.909 34.102
14 18.130 18.342 23.190 35.752 21.854 34.094
15 18.113 18.359 23.185 35.756 21.845 34.106
Average 18.120 18.345 23.191 35.751 21.878 34.097
StDev 0.01011 0.01434 0.00480 0.00360 0.03649 0.00737

As can be seen in tables 6-2, comparing with the previous experiment,
the standard deviation are increased for all geometrical forms,
especially for cylindrical measurement. This can be explained as
follows:
The minimum and the maximum diameter of the cylindrical form
measured by the system are not the real minimum and maximum
diameter that can be found on the product, but the ones that are
viewed by the camera. Which diameters are found to be the maximum
or the minimum are highly depend on how far the product is placed
away from the rotation axis of the table.

The increasing of the standard deviations for elliptical form is much
lower. The difficulties found in the cylindrical diameter measurement
are avoided, since the real maximum and minimum diameters on the
ellipse which corresponding to the longer and shorter axes of the
ellipse are also the ones that are viewed by the camera. The same is
valid for regular and irregular polygon. The method used to reduce the
error caused by placing the product away from the rotation axis of
table is verified to be work well by this experiment.
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Next, using the calibration value and the vision setting as configured
in the previous experiments, measurements on ten different products
of the same type has been done. Each product is measured 16 times
and between each measurement the product are removed from and
placed again on table. The average of the measurements is calculated.
The standard deviations for measurement of different geometrical
form are also calculated. The averages of diameter measurement for
each product are given in Table 6-3. The average of standard
deviations from measurement of the ten different product are also
listed in the last raw in Table 6-3.

d ttIt f t d'ffitT bl 63 Ma e - easuremen resu so en 1 eren pro uc s
Product Cilindrica Ellipse Irregular Polygon
number Min Max Short Long Diam1 Diam2
1 18.120 18.345 23.191 35.751 21.878 34.097
2 18.113 18.427 23.733 35.563 21.939 33.996
3 18.159 18.339 23.356 35.671 21.936 34.019
4 18.157 18.341 23.591 35.335 22.145 34.084
5 18.189 18.308 23.197 35.647 21.935 34.023
6 18.064 18.421 23.668 35.535 21.892 34.022
7 18.082 18.312 23.205 35.646 21.950 34.073
8 18.118 18.431 23.728 35.552 21.966 34.000
9 18.131 18.363 23.183 35.739 21.892 34.072
10 18.151 18.357 23.193 35.631 21.858 34.146
AvStDev 0.00924 0.01550 0.00807 0.00441 0.02490 0.01167

For this experiment, the best accuracy of about 5 \lm is found in
measuring the long axis of an ellipse. The highest inaccuracy occurs in
measurement of the shorter diameter of an irregular polygon where
an accuracy of 25 \lm may be expected.

The relation between the expected accuracy and the geometrical form
of the product are depicted in Figure 6-1.
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Figure 6-1 The accuracy of the system depends on the geometrical
form of the products
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To develop an automated three-dimensional VISIOn inspection for
moulded glass, a bibliographical study of different techniques has been
done. Unfortunately most of the techniques are based on the
assumption the object to be inspected has Lambertian surface, which
is not satisfied by moulded glasses. Other limitations that are faced by
the methods are missing parts/occlusion problem, computational
complexity, time consuming data acquisition, limitetation to line
structured scene, limited spatial resolution and the high cost of the
system.

To avoid these limitations two simplified methods have been proposed.
First, an integrated 3D inspection based on selective diameter views
and the second is a 3D inspection based on multiple diameter samples.
The second method has been chosen to be implemented because it is
much easier to setup using standard vision hardware configuration, it
is independent on variation in geometrical forms and diameters at
different height on the object and it can handle various non-concave
geometrical forms.

Software implementation and a working prototype of the inspection
system have been built within a limited time and have been
demonstrated. The system is able to extract selective three
dimensional measurement of round and non-round moulded glasses,
the system is flexible to inspect various geometrical form and range of
size of products independently on the color of the products.

A method used to reduce the measurement error caused by placing the
product away from the rotation axis of the table is verified to work
well. Unfortunately, this error reduction method is not applicable for
cylindrical geometry.

For an experiment as described in chapter 6, the lowest standard
deviation of about 5 11m is found in measuring the long axis of an
ellipse. The highest inaccuracy occurs in measurement of the shorter
diameter of an irregular polygon where the standard deviation is
about 25 11m. The expected accuracy of 10% of the allowed tolerance
are satisfied by the method, since the allowed tolerance in the
dimensions of the products is Imm.
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